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The king of horror s demonic symphony in ten volumes, now available in omnibus
editions ‒ each containing two titles in the spine-chilling Demonata series.
Oz Griffin and an unusual band of misfits set out on a quest in order to defeat the
"Takers," monsters threatening mankind . The answers to many riddles seem to be
included in a comic book written by another neighborhood boy, but Oz and friends
must find time to read it while battling dangers. Reviewers have compared the story to
Stephen King's The stand and the Harry Potter series.
A brilliant story of swords, sand and sorcery from the endless imagination that
brought you The Saga of Darren Shan and the Demonata. Excitement, action and
terror...
Brash young Capac Raimi, a man with no past, comes to join his uncle's gangster
organisation in a big, unnamed city. Very soon he's sucked into the empire of The
Cardinal, the top crime lord who dominates the city and, it seems, may be looking for a
young heir. Capac encounters love (or at any rate sex) at first sight, an unstoppable
assassin, puzzling advisers, blind men with a strange vision and an aging woman who
has the perfect face of a teenager. People on the mysterious Ayuamarca List--which
includes Capac's name--tend to vanish from life, from official records and hidden files,
even from others' memories. The Cardinal, by turns capricious, violent, charming,
gross and deadly, has a fantastic secret rooted in the long-ago magic of the Incas.
Before Capac is allowed to learn this, he must make various terrible discoveries about
himself and those close to him, including his own lady-love.
Darren Shan, the vampire s assistant, is forced to march to Vampire Mountain where
he will be judged by the vampire princes.
Koyasan is too scared to cross the bridge and play in the graveyard like the other
children. But when her sister's soul is stolen, she must find the courage to enter a
realm of evil, shape-shifting spirits. And the spirits are waiting
When he begins experiencing alarming symptoms at the onset of the full moon,
Grubbs Grady, who has so far escaped his family curse, fears that he is turning into a
werewolf.
The first five books in the demonic masterpiece from the No.1 Master of Horror Darren Shan.
Death s Shadow (The Demonata, Book 7)
The Rostikov Legacy
Volumes 1 and 2 - Lord Loss/Demon Thief (The Demonata)
Hell s Heroes (The Demonata, Book 10)
Archibald Lox and the Bridge Between Worlds
Book 1 in the Demonata Series
Lord Loss and Demon Thief
Old Magic
Bec

For hundreds of years the people of Alderston have guarded a terrible secret.
When Jamie's family receive a summons to do a mysterious job, they move
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into a house that looks over the graveyard. Soon Jamie begins to suspect that
the great iron cages placed on top of the graves are not there to keep robbers
out, but to keep the dead in...
Hell is revealed in the sixth nail-biting, hair-rending, creepy cool episode of
the Demonata...
The king of horror's demonic symphony in ten volumes, now available in
omnibus editions - each containing two titles in the spine-chilling Demonata
series.
There is a universe beyond our own, known as the Merge. A young locksmith
called Archibald Lox is about to cross worlds and explore it. As he learns
about these lands of wonders, he will have to face cold-blooded killers, rivers
of blood, hell jackals and more... Book one of the Archibald Lox series, a new
YA fantasy series by Darren Shan, the New York Times bestselling author of
Cirque Du Freak and Lord Loss.
Presumably the only witness to the horrific and bloody murder of his entire
family, a teenage boy must outwit not only the mental health professionals
determined to cure his delusion, but also the demonic forces only he can see.
The final dramatic conclusion to Darren Shan’s international phenomenon,
The Demonata. Expect the unexpected...
Lights. Camera. Slawter! Grubbs Grady and his half-brother Bill-E are thrilled
to join their uncle Dervish as onset consultants for the newest movie by cult
horror producer David A Hayms. Shot in a deserted town renamed Slawter,
the demon-themed movie is to be Hayms's masterpiece. But as strange
incidents disrupt the set, Grubbs begins to wonder whether more than filming
is afoot.
The nightmare continues... Vampire Rites trilogy comprising: Vampire
Mountain, Trials of Death and The Vampire Prince. Join Darren Shan’s
descent into the darkness.
Slawter
Vampire Rites Trilogy (The Saga of Darren Shan)
The Takers
The Demonata 1-5 (Lord Loss; Demon Thief; Slawter; Bec; Blood Beast) (The
Demonata)
Hell's Horizon
Archibald Lox series, Volume One, Book One
Grymm
Demon Thief
ZOM-B Circus
How do you know if you're working for a lunatic? Where do you go when you've run out
of people to trust? Have you ever heard an undead baby scream? B Smith is out of her
comfort zone . . . "Will make readers think as well as gag... a lean, punchy tale" SFX
The second novel in this bonechilling series by Darren Shan, author of the New York
Times bestselling Cirque Du Freak series is sure to give you goosebumps. Kernel Fleck
has always known he's weird. He sees lights. Strange, multi-colored patches of light,
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swirling through the air. But it's not until a window opens into a demon world, with
horrific consequences, that Kernel discovers his powers. As a Disciple, his mission is
to hunt vicious, powerful demons to the death...
Zom-Bis a radical new series about a zombie apocalypse, told in the first person by one
of its victims. The series combines classic Shan action with a fiendishly twisting plot
and hard-hitting and thought-provoking moral questions dealing with racism, abuse of
power and more. As Darren says, "It's a big, sprawling, vicious tale... a grisly piece of
escapism, and a barbed look at the world in which we live. Each book in the series is
short, fast-paced and bloody. A high body-count is guaranteed!" Can you love a
bullying racist thug if he's your father? How do you react when confronted with your
darkest inner demons? What do you do when zombies attack? B Smith is about to find
out...
It's not easy being best friends with a celebrity. . . I'm invisible at my high school and I'm
fine with it. It's kind of inevitable with a name like Jane Smith. But when the school
newspaper staff insisted that I write a cover story, I decided to find out just how much
scandal one geeky girl could uncover. Except I never expected to find myself starting a
fist-fight, auditioning for the school's Romeo & Juliet musical, running away with a
Romeo of my own, befriending the most popular girl in school, or trying to avoid one
very cute photographer, who makes it impossible to to be invisible. . . "Fans of Meg
Cabot will find Marni's voice equally charming and endearing."--Julie Kagawa, New York
Times bestselling author
The fourth and final instalment in the epic saga of Larten Crepsley – vampire, hero and
victim of fate...
With the darkness of John Connolly and the quirkiness of Neil Gaiman, LADY OF THE
SHADES is a dark supernatural thriller for adults from the No.1 bestselling author,
Darren Shan. In a hotel room in Chile, an assassin washes blood from his clothes as he
receives word of a new job. Miles away in the twisting streets of London, American
writer Ed is tormented by the ghosts of his brutal past. And unseen, a plot churns into
motion that will blur the boundaries between what's real and what's not. Ensnared in an
affair with the beautiful wife of a dangerous crime lord, Ed fights to keep a deadly secret
hidden. But with each turn, his past is catching up with him. Because in the shadows,
nothing is as it seems...
Lord LossHachette UK
Could you survive a plague of zombies? What would you sacrifice to stay alive? Who
would you try to save? For one human, judgement day is coming . . . Zom-Bis a radical
new series about a zombie apocalypse. It combines classic Shan action with a
fiendishly twisting plot and hard-hitting and thought-provoking moral questions dealing
with racism, abuse of power and more. Fast-paced and bloody; a high body-count is
guaranteed!
ZOM-B City
Invisible
Lord Loss (The Demonata, Book 1)
Killers of the Dawn (The Saga of Darren Shan, Book 9)
Procession of the Dead
Demon Apocalypse (The Demonata, Book 6)
Dark Calling (The Demonata, Book 9)
ZOM-B
Lady of the Shades

The first book in the Demonata, the demonic symphony in ten parts by multimillion-copy bestselling horror writer Darren Shan...
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Fresh hell from the Demonata – you can’t cheat death...
How many survived the zombie apocalypse? Where do the living hide in a city of
the dead? Who controls the streets of London? B Smith is setting out to
explore...
Books 6-10 in the demonic masterpiece from the No.1 Master of Horror - Darren
Shan.
Something stirred in the gravelly yard beneath their window . . . A soft slippery
nuzzle, the sort of sounds you'd expect a pig to make with its snout in a trough . .
. The small mining town of Grymm perched on the very edge of the Great Desert
is the kind of town you leave - but when Dad gets a three-month contract in the
mine there, Mina and Jacob, unwilling stepbrother and sister, are reluctantly
arriving. From a grotesque letting agent who seems to want to eat their baby
brother, a cafe owner whose milkshakes contain actual maggots and the horribly
creepy butcher, baker and candlestick-maker, Mina and Jacob soon realize that
nothing in Grymm is what is appears to be. And then things get seriously weird
when their baby brother disappears - and no one seems to even notice! In
Grymm, your worst nightmares really do come true . . .
For ten years Capac Raimi has ruled the City as The Cardinal. Created by the first
Cardinal to rule after him and continue his legacy, Capac cannot be killed. But
that doesn't stop his enemies trying. And he has a lot of enemies.
Events take an unexpected turn in this ninth awesome foray into the worlds of
the Demonata...
The fourth novel in this bone chilling series by Darren Shan, author of the New
York Times bestselling Cirque Du Freak series, will keep readers turning page
after horrifying page. As demonic Fomorii ravage their land, Bec and a band of
warrior companions leave their devastated rath to answer a plea for help. An
orphaned priestess-in-training, Bec hopes the journey will help her solve the
mysteries of her birth. But fighting demons has a steep price...
Koyasan
Afterwalkers
Volumes 9 and 10 - Dark Calling/Hell’s Heroes (The Demonata)
The Demonata: Demon Thief
The Demonata #1: Lord Loss
ZOM-B Baby
The Thin Executioner
Vampire Mountain (The Saga of Darren Shan, Book 4)
The allies of the night prepare for the final, deadly confrontation. Darren and Mr Crepsley will get more
than they bargained for when they come face to face with the Vampaneze Lord.
Kate is at a loss. She meets a boy with curious powers and a bizarre history - but he thinks he is very
ordinary. How can she convince him that he has a gift, a gift that he must use to unravel mysteries that
have hung over his family for generations? And even if she does persuade him, will his talents prove
powerful enough to overcome what lies ahead?
The second volume in a noirish, gritty urban fantasy for adults from the bestselling Children's author. In
the City, The Cardinal rules, and Al Jeery is a loyal member of his personal guard. But when Al is
seconded from his duties at Party Central to investigate a murder, an unexpected discovery leads him in
a new direction, where his loyalties and beliefs will be severely tested. Soon he is involved in a terrifying
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mystery that draws in the dead, the City's Incan forefathers, the imposing figure of the Cardinal, and the
near-mythical assassin, Paucar Wami. Wami is a law unto himself, a shadowy, enigmatic figure who can
apparently kill anyone he chooses without fear of punishment or retribution. And Al is about to find out
that he has a lot more in common with Wami than he could ever have imagined...
The first novel in a chilling new series by Darren Shan, author of the New York Times bestselling
Cirque Du Freak series, will keep readers turning page after horrifying page. Grubbs Grady has stiff red
hair and is a little big for his age, which means he can get into R-rated movies. He hates history and
loves bacon, rats, and playing tricks on his squeamish older sister. When he opts out of a family weekend
trip, he never guesses that he is about to take a terrifying journey into darkness. Hungry demons and
howling werewolves haunt his waking nightmares... and threaten his life.
Volumes 3 and 4 - Slawter/Bec (The Demonata)
Lord Loss
Brothers to the Death (The Saga of Larten Crepsley, Book 4)
The Demonata: Lord Loss
City of the Snakes
The Malykant Mysteries, 1
Blood Beast
The Demonata 6-10 (Demon Apocalypse; Death’s Shadow; Wolf Island; Dark Calling; Hell’s
Heroes) (The Demonata)
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